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1. President receives the article and distributes it to the compliance board for an initial 
compliance check. 

2. If approved by the compliance board, the president distributes the submission to the 
selected editor. 

3. The editor distributes the article to his/her peer reviewers, making certain to remove all 
names and identifiers of the authors. 

4. The peer reviewers and the editor have 10 days to make comments on the document 
using tracked changes and complete the reviewer questionnaire, sending both 
documents back to the editor.  

5. The editor compiles the recommendations and puts them all on one tracked document. 
The editor creates a summary of the feedback given in the reviewer questionnaire. The 
editor provides a recommendation, based on the peer reviewer’s input and their own, 
on an acceptance decision for the manuscript. The editor sends the 
acceptance/rejection recommendation, summary of feedback on the questionnaire and 
the submission with comments to the president and selected vice president. 

6. The president, selected vice president and editor review the input from the team and 
make a final decision for the submission either rejecting, acceptance pending minor 
changes, acceptance pending major changes or accepting without changes.  

7. The editor informs the author of the decision. 
8. If the submission is accepted pending changes, the editor shares the recommended 

feedback from the reviewer team including additional input from the vice president or 
president. The editor also reaches out to a faculty reviewer to review the article if 
accepted and provides the feedback from the reviewer to the author. 

9. The author has 2 weeks to make minor revisions and 3 weeks for major revisions 
(determined by the editor). If additional time is needed, the editor should email the vice 
president and president to discuss the situation.  

10. The editor goes through steps 2-8 until the members have decided the article is ready to 
be published. There should be no more than 3 sets of revisions. 

11. The editor emails the final draft of the article to the president and vice president.  
12. The submission is then shared with the compliance board for a final full compliance 

check. 
13. The article is formatted and shared once again with the author and peer reviewers for 

review. 
14. Once all parties have agreed to the final draft, including the author, peer reviewers, 

editor, vice president and president, the article is included in the journal and uploaded 
individually onto the library’s website.  


